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Eleventh Grade Curriculum 

 

Theology 
Apologetics & Church History II 
Honors Designation Available 

Course Texts: 

 Catholic Apologetics. Fr. John Laux, M.A. Rockford, Ill.: Tan Books and Publishers, Inc., 1990. (T2201) 

 Catechism of the Catholic Church. Liberia Editrice Vaticana and United States Catholic Conference. 

New York: Doubleday, 1997. (T2243A) 

 The Holy Bible. Revised Standard Version: Catholic Edition. San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1966. 

(Preferred) (T2001 or T2002) 

 Kolbe Academy 11th Grade Theology: Church History II and Apologetics Reader. Napa: Kolbe 

Academy Press, 2008. (T2221) 

 Kolbe Academy 11th Grade Theology: Church History II and Apologetics Study Guide. 2 Volumes. 

Napa: Kolbe Academy Press, 2008. (T2221A) 

Course Description: 

Grade Eleven Theology covers Church History from the Council of Nicea to the Counter Reformation, focusing on the 

development of doctrine. The Course is divided into four quarters with each focusing on a particular period and its 

doctrinal controversies and developments. The original writings of those engaged in these controversies and 

developments will be our guide. 

The first quarter of the course focuses on the late patristic period from the First Council of Nicea in 325 to the Second 

Council of Nicea in 787. The second quarter of the course examines developments through the Carolingian Period to 

the beginning of the High Middle Ages. The third quarter of the course focuses on the high Middle Age with special 

emphasis on the writings of St. Thomas Aquinas. The fourth quarter of the course will take us into the Catholic 

Counter Reformation. 

Throughout the course, we will also be studying the contents of Catholic Apologetics by Fr. John Laux. The lessons in 

that text have been arranged to match up thematically with the other readings. Relevant sections of the Catechism of 

the Catholic Church have been assigned as well. 

This course aims to help the student to be able to "give a reason for the hope that is in you," by studying the scriptural 

and rational bases that support Catholic doctrine and practice; gain exposure to the writings of great saints and 

theologians who have had a significant impact on the development of Catholic thought; study the organic 

development of the Church's teaching; become familiar with the early Fathers and their works, particularly as they 

contributed to the unfolding of Catholic Doctrine and Sacred Tradition; and apply Christian principles faithfully as a 

result of studying and understanding the living tradition of the Church, and seeking the intercession of saints of the 

period. 

Literature of Christendom 
Honors Designation Available 

Course Texts: 

 Anonymous. The Dream of the Rood. Trans. James M. Garnett, M.A., LL.D. Gutenberg Press: 1911. 

(The Dream of the Rood is incorporated into T3702) 

 Anonymous, Beowulf. Trans. David Wright. Penguin Books: London, 1951. (T3700) 

 Anonymous, Song of Roland. Trans. Dorothy Sayers. Penguin Books: New York, 1957. (T3701) 

 Anonymous, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. Trans. J.R.R. Tolkien. Ballantine books: New York, 

1980. (T3703) 



 Alighieri, Dante. The Divine Comedy: Hell. Dorothy Sayers, Trans. Penguin books: New York, 1959. 

(T3751) 

 Alighieri, Dante. The Divine Comedy: Purgatory. Dorothy Sayers, Trans. Penguin books: New York, 

1959. (T3752) 

 Alighieri, Dante. The Divine Comedy: Paradise. Dorothy Sayers, Trans. Penguin Books: New York, 

1959. (T3753) 

 Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Canterbury Tales. Nevill Coghill, Trans. Penguin Books: New York, 1977. 

(T3771) 

 Shakespeare, William. Richard III. Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine, Eds. Washington Square Press: 

New York, 1996 for The Folger Shakespeare Library. (T3733) 

 Shakespeare, William. Macbeth. Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine, Eds. Washington Square Press: 

New York, 1992 for The Folger Shakespeare Library. (T3732) 

 Shakespeare, William. The Tempest. Peter Holland, Ed. Penguin Books: New York, 1999. (T3717) 

 Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. A.R. Braunmuller, Ed. Penguin Books: New York, 2001. (T3726) 

 Shakespeare, William. A Midsummer Night's Dream. Russ McDonald, Ed. Penguin Books: New York, 

2000. (T3715) 

 Milton, John. Paradise Lost & Paradise Regained. Christopher Ricks, Ed. Penguin Books: New York, 

1968. (T3776) 

 Kolbe Academy The Dream of the Rood and Study Guide including the poem. Kolbe Academy Press: 

Napa, 2008. (T3702) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Beowulf. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. (T3701A) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Song of Roland. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. (T3701A) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 

2008. (T3703A) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to The Divine Comedy: Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise. Kolbe Academy 

Press: Napa, 2008. (T3753) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to The Canterbury Tales. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. (T3771A) 

 Kolbe Academy Shakespeare Medieval Study Guide. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. (T3733A) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Paradise Lost. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. (T3776A) 

 Kolbe Academy 11th grade Literature presents: Keep the Faith Lectures by Dr. David White and Dr. 

John C. Rao. Optional, (K2670) 

Additional audio supplements available (OPTIONAL): 

Audio series by Henry Russell 

(1) The Catholic Shakespeare 

 Macbeth-Tape (K2665) 

 The Tempest-CD (K2668) 

 Hamlet-Tape (K2667) 

 Midsummer Night's Dream-CD (K2666) 

World History III: The Era of Christendom 
Honors Designation Available 

Course Texts: 

 Kolbe Academy 11th Grade History: The Era Of Christendom Reader. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 

2008. (T7860) 

 Byzantium: Church, Society, and Civilization Seen through Contemporary Eyes, Geanakoplos, Deno. 

(T7859) 

 Viking Portable Medieval Reader, Penguin (T7857) Chronicles, Froissart, Jean. (T7858) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Kolbe World History III: Quarter 1. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. 

(T7860A) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Kolbe World History III: Quarter 2. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. 

(T7857A) 



 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Kolbe World History III: Quarter 3. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. 

(T7858A) 

 Kolbe Academy Study Guide to Kolbe World History III: Quarter 4. Kolbe Academy Press: Napa, 2008. 

(T7859A) 

Course Description: 

This course is an introduction to the post-Pagan Roman world (which encompassed the province of Britannia, in the 

west, to the Kingdoms of Armenia and Georgia in the east), and to the expansion and transformation of that world, 

i.e. the new lands won for Christ by missionaries and the renewal or abolition of many western and central European 

institutions and traditions. More than this, the Kolbe 11th grade History Course is an attempt to present as an 

elaborate thriving organism, an often slandered or overlooked period in which the Christian ideal shaped and inspired 

the social and political order. 

Students will study this era through its sources, occasionally comparing them against the judgments of modern 

historians, in order to form an impression that is marred neither by the pejoratives of progressives nor the sense of 

vindication often voiced by Catholics. Students will be able to identify the greater themes of this era and to distinguish 

between the vagaries of life in this (or any) era, the anomalies of this era, and its ideals. An over-emphasis on 

particulars—a trick of progressive and anti-Catholic historians—is misleading. Similarly, the person who passes 

judgment on this era with reference to only the political formulations issued by popes and the recorded aspirations 

saints will have obscured or overlooked a very complex culture. In short, our goal is to let this era manifest itself to the 

student, while supplying occasional readings or glosses that put the readings in proper context. 

For this very reason the Kolbe 11th Grade curriculum is entitled "the Era of Christendom", rather than the "Middle 

Ages Curriculum" or "Dark Ages Curriculum", for the designations "medieval", "Middle ages" and "Dark Ages" are 

shamefully derogatory and unscientific, as the historian Theodor Ernst Mommsen observed. We feel it is important 

therefore that even something so seemingly insignificant as the title of the course suggest a fresh approach to this 

subject. 

 

Mathematics 
PreCalculus (Foerster) 
Honors Designation Available 

Course Texts: 

 Precalculus: Concepts and Applications, Paul A. Foerster, © 2012 (T4093) 

 Solutions Manual, Optional, (T4093A) 

Course Description: 

This course is a one year course (10 credits) in high school Precalculus. The honors track, although up to the parent's 

discretion, is aimed for students who have shown aptitude toward mathematics in their Geometry and Algebra II 

courses, or who have successfully completed the honors Algebra II/Trig course. All students pursuing honors should 

expect to find the content and pace of the coursework challenging and should be sure to allot extra time for their 

studies. The Kolbe Honors (H) track, although up to the parent's discretion, is recommended for students who have 

achieved one of the following: a "B" or better in Algebra II/Trig (H) or an "A" in Algebra II (K). All students pursuing 

honors should expect to find the content and pace of the coursework challenging and should be sure to allot extra 

time for their studies. The Kolbe Core (K) track is recommended for any student who has successfully completed 

Algebra II (K) or Algebra II/Trig (H). If a student finds the work load unbearable, please contact the advisor 

department so that suggestions can be made for the student to succeed in this course. 

 

Science Curriculum 
Physics with Lab 
Honors Designation Available 

Course Texts: 

 Principles of Physics, Digital Text only, Kinetic Books (T5501) 



o Principles of Physics, Textbook, Kinetic Books (T5501B) is also available, but emphasis is given that the 

Digital Text provides the homeschool friendly delivery. 

 Principles of Physics Answer Key and Solution Guide*, Kolbe Academy, Optional  

 Virtual Physics Labs, Kinetic Books (T5502) 

 Virtual Physics Labs Answer Key*, Kolbe Academy, Optional 

 Kolbe Academy Guide to Writing a Lab Report (T5140), Kinetic Books, Optional 

*Kolbe Academy has made available to registered families ONLY the answer key to questions assigned within the 

scope of the following Kolbe Academy course plan.  See the course plan for details on accessing these materials. 

Supplemental: 

 AP Physics B preparation book for students interested in taking the AP Physics B exam. Local bookstores 

or libraries generally carry books by Princeton Review and Kaplan. You can find other suggestions at the 

College Board website: www.collegeboard.com. 

Course Description: 

This course is designed to give an understanding of classical physics. Physics is the science of the natural laws of 

the physical universe, which, like the natural moral law, flow through creation, having as their origin the goodness of 

God. "The beauty of creation reflects the infinite beauty of the Creator and ought to inspire the respect and 

submission of man's intellect and will" (New Catechism of the Catholic Church 342). 

 
Latin III 
Course Texts: 

 Henle, Robert J., S.J. Henle Third Year Latin. Loyola Press: Chicago, 1959. (T6063) 

 Henle, Robert J., S.J. Henle Latin Grammar. Loyola Press: Chicago, 1958. (T6060) 

 Answer Key to Henle Third Year Latin. (T6063A), Optional 

Course Description: 

Latin is the language of the Church; as such it is an integral part of every Catholic's heritage. This course in Latin 

stresses translation of source texts while reinforcing knowledge of Latin grammar. 

By diligent work in this course, the student will obtain a sound foundation of Latin vocabulary; an in-depth grasp of 

Latin grammar and syntax; facility in Latin pronunciation; an expanded English vocabulary, by understanding 

etymology of Latin Related English and Latin words; and an acquaintance with Roman oratory through the study of 

Cicero. 

Topics include: a review of nouns: forms of first, second, third, fourth and fifth declension nouns; noun cases: 

nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative, and vocative; review of adjective forms, and the comparison of 

adjectives; review of verbs: Forms of first, second, third, fourth, and -io verbs in all tenses and voices; review of 

demonstratives, personal pronouns, reflexive pronouns; relative pronouns; review of Latin clauses and syntax, 

including review of direct and indirect questions, purpose, result, and characteristic clauses; review of conditional 

sentences; review of specific case uses and constructions (like the Ablative of Separation); review of the gerund and 

gerundive; Student assignments include daily vocabulary work throughout the year, composition work, reading & 

speaking exercises, study of Roman oratory with political and rhetorical context; reading and translation of Cicero; 

and reading and translation of excerpts of ecclesiastical Latin. 

 

 

Composition  
Texts Used: 

 Lost Tools of Writing Student Workbook#2, Andrew Kern 2009, (CiRCE Store Online) 

Course Description: 
The Lost Tools of Writing™ Level One n Level One, your students learned the basics of constructing a Persuasive 
Essay. By implementing the three Canons of Classical Rhteoric - Invention, Arrangement, and Elocuction - your 
young writers learned the process of crafting a coherent written argument, starting with the blank slate and edning 
with a complete and thorough essay. Our goal in Level One was not so much to worry about the kind of Persuasive 
Essay the students were writing so much as it was to ensure they were growing increasingly comfortable with the 

http://www.collegeboard.com/


steps necessary to create it. In Level Two, however, you'll refind your study of classical Rhetoric by studying the 
Deliberative Essay (in Part One) and the Judicial Essay (Part Two), each of which are refinements on the Persuasive 
Essay taught in Level One. So just as the elements of Level One build upon one another, so Level Two builds upon 
Level One.  

 
 


